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ABSTRACT
In a recent paper in this journal, Heckman discussed the use of instrumental variables methods in evaluation research and our local average treatment effects (LATE) interpretation of instrumental variables estimates.
This comment provides additional background for Heckman's paper, and
a review of our rationale for focusing on LATE. We also show that a set
of assumptions proposed by Heckman as an alternative to the LATE assumptions are not compatible with either latent-index assignment models
or the definition we proposed for an instrument.

I. Background
Heckman (1997) discusses the merits of applying instrumental variables methods to evaluation problems and the "Local Average Treatment Effect"
(LATE) interpretation of the IV estimand developed by Imbens and Angrist (1994).
Our first purpose in writing this comment is to draw readers' attention to our earlier
paper (Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin 1996a, AIR from hereon) which is followed by
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published comments from Heckman (1996) and others and our rejoinder (Angrist,
Imbens, and Rubin 1996b). Sections III, IV, and V Heckman's JHR paper cover
much the same ground as his comment on AIR. Given this overlap, a surprising
feature of the JHR piece is that it makes no reference to our earlier exchange.
Heckman's exploration of how LATE can be related to economic models of program participation in Section VI of the JHR paper goes beyond our earlier exchange
and we find this new material especially useful and interesting. At the same time,
we would like to point out that the interpretationof instrumental variables estimates
in models with multi-valued treatments like schooling, a question Heckman explores
in Section VII, was originally discussed in Angrist and Imbens (1995). Card (1995)
also interprets instrumental variables estimations of returns to schooling in a structural model very similar to Heckman's. Another paper (Angrist, Imbens, and Graddy
1995) discusses a related problem for continuous treatments. Other relevant work
is the criticism of instrumental variables assumptions from a viewpoint of utility
maximizing agents in Vella and Verbeek (1995). The concept of the effect of treatment on the treated, a cornerstone of the JHR piece, dates back at least to Peters
(1941), Belson (1956) and Rubin (1973).
We also note that Heckman's JHR piece appears to mark a break from his earlier
support of IV methods. See, for example, Heckman (1990), where he writes "there
is accumulating evidence that instrumental variables procedures "work" [p. 317],
and Heckman and Robb [1985] "The instrumental variables estimator is the least
demanding in the a priori conditions that must be satisfied for its use" [p. 185].
We agree with some aspects of Heckman's new, more cautious attitude, but his
characterization of our views is exaggerated. In particular Angrist's (1990) discussion does not make a claim for "ideal instrumental variables" (Heckman 1997,
p. 5). In fact, Angrist (1990, Section V, "Caveats") included a discussion of possible
violations of the identifying assumptions underlying use of the lottery as an instrument for veteran status. AIR explores some of these issues further and explains why
we think the lottery is nevertheless a plausible instrument once the LATE interpretation is spelled out.

II. Scientific Issues
Our focus on LATE is not motivated by the view that it is the only
effect of interest. Rather, we view it as the only effect that can be
causal
average
estimated credibly and consistently in an instrumental variables setting. Similarly,
the population subjected to treatment in randomized trials is not always the only
population of interest. For example, some trials are conducted only on men even
though the population of interest includes both men and women. It seems appropriate
in this case to report the results as applying to men and leave the question of whether
they apply to women open, to be resolved, perhaps, by furtherevidence or theoretical
reasoning.' Likewise, under the AIR assumptions, one can estimate the average treat1. For example,Angrist(1990) outlinesan economicmodel explainingwhy militaryservicereducesthe
earningsof veterans.Angristand Krueger(1994) arguethat the same model applies to WorldWar II
veterans.
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ment effect for compliers.For the two groups of noncompliers,never-takersand
always-takers,one cannotestimatethe averagetreatmenteffect. Never-takers,like
the millionairesin Heckman'strainingprogram,arepeople who, at least withinthe
contextof the study,areneverobservedreceivingthe treatment.The LATEphilosophy is to reportestimatesof the averagetreatmenteffect for compliers,with a clear
statementthatit is an averageeffect for the subpopulationof compliers.Ourwork
representsan attemptto avoid confusingthe assumptionsnecessaryfor estimation
of the averageeffect for complierswith the assumptionsnecessaryfor extrapolation
to noncompliers.
A secondissue involves the assumptionsuggestedby Heckmanas an alternative
to ourexclusionrestriction.Using Heckman'snotationandsetup,simplifiedby omitting regressors,we have:
(1) Yo= 0o+ U0,
(2)

Y1= g + U1,

where U0and U1aredeviationsfromthe populationmeanof Y0and Y1respectively.
An identifyingassumptionHeckmanhas suggestedhere and earlieris Assumption
(C-l-b) (AssumptionsAl and A2 in Heckman1996).2
(3)

E[Uo + D(U, - Uo - E[Ul - UolD = 1])IZ] = 0.

If the treatmenteffect is constantacrossunits this assumptionreducesto assuming
mean independenceof U0and the instrument.With heterogenoustreatmenteffects,
however, this assumptionis very differentfrom the exclusion restrictionin AIR
whichrequiresthatY0and Y1be jointly independentof Z. The following two results
demonstratethatHeckman'sassumptionis neithernecessarynorsufficientfor instrumental variablesmethodsto be applicable.Not only is Equation3 a very strong
assumption,it is false by constructionin most latentindex models:
Result 1 (Necessity)
In an econometricselectionmodelwithEquations1 and2 for the outcomeequations,
and a single linearindex model for the selection equation:
(4) D = 1 {y +

+ Z + r > 0},

whereZ is independentof Uoand U1,andr is a continuouslydistributedlatenterror
termindependentof the instrument,Heckman'sAssumption3 can only be satisfied
if r is independentof U1 - Uo.
This would be true for examplein the randomselection case (Tiindependentof
U0and U1),but thatis of little interestin an instrumentalvariablessettingbecause
mean differencesare then consistentfor the averagetreatsimpletreatment-control
ment effect. Heckman'sAssumption3 is unnecessary,however,because standard
IV methodsstill estimatethe local averagetreatmenteffect in this case:
(5) E[Y1- YolYo+ 1T< 0 < yo + yl + Tr],
2. Again, simplified here by omitting regressors.
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In fact, Heckman recognizes this in footnote 11.3
Finally, in contrast with our approach, which casts identifying assumptions in
terms of the independence between instruments and counterfactuals, Heckman's assumption is not sufficient for Z to be an instrument according to the definition we
used in AIR.
Result 2 (Sufficiency)
Suppose Uo is independent of both D and the binary instrument Z. Suppose in addition that U1 = ao Z and Pr(D = 1 IZ) = p 'Z. Then Heckman's Assumption 3 is
satisfied.
In this case, even though Heckman's assumption is satisfied and the average effect
on the treated (SATE) is identified, it seems unattractive to refer to Z as an instrument
since it has a direct effect on the outcome of interest (that is, other than through D).
We hope this comment clarifies our view of the role of instrumental variables
methods can play in evaluation research.
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